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 InLinum team organised the first virtual event - Sustainable Mobility Digital, on 26 May, 2020.
 We always had a vision to provide a platform for our clients not only to gain knowledge in the conference sessions, but also find new business 
connections and offer many networking opportunities. And so we did it - eventually it was a great gathering of industry experts who exchanged 
knowledge and had a chance to meet other professionals over a dozen of face-to-face meetings. 
 2 panel discussions and polls brought out even more interactions between speakers and audience. Many interesting facts were 
acknowledged and new connections made
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Panel Discussions
 1st panel discussion started with discussion on effects of Covid-19 virus in the automotive industry. As Martin Lischka from Pininfarina, who is 
in charge of a Strategy and Head of Product Management said, “it will be disrupting not only automotive, but the whole future mobility 
business that we are in''. He also discussed that the product cannot exist without the brand and otherwise, so we should never split these two 
topics. It is the same with Pininfarina - “we are focusing on sustainability and beautiful design, that is really in our legacy from the company 
frfrom 1930 until today”. Martin Lischka noted that bringing the dreams of its founder Battista ‘Pinin’ Farina, to have a car of his name, is very 
important to the company and now they are proud of their supercar which has power and torque equate to 1,900 bhp and 2,300 Nm respectively, 
meaning the Battista has the potential to accelerate to 62 mph in less than two seconds, faster than a Formula 1 car, and break the 250 mph top 
speed barrier – all with a potential zero emissions range of over 300 miles. 1  Coming back to the trending topic now, Covid-19, there was 
emphasiemphasized on the fact that owning a vehicle will be a little bit more attractive in the future compared to nowadays, as at the moment everyone 
is trying to stay safe, thus driving their own vehicle. Finishing up Martin Lischka said that we “want to have a fantastic sustainable approach 
with luxury brand C02 neutral in a whole set up of a company”.
 Next interesting speaker, Simon Vogt, a Founder of a green tech startup &Charge briefly introduces what is behind the company and its 
driving force. Basically, “our first service is to offer a free sustainable mobility”, said Simon Vogt. This free service can be obtained by doing 
shopping in &Charge platform and so collecting kilometers & miles per shopping, which are converted to free sustainable mobility. Moreover, an 
exciting photo challenge was briefly described - their users get rewarded with kilometers for a picture they take from charging stations, as it is 
impoimportant where these stations are. “It goes like crazy! We received more than 20 000 pictures in the last 3 months", Simon Vogt said.
 While discussing and answering questions, Wulf Schlachter, CEO of DXBe Management and moderator of 1st discussion said that “there will 
be market consolidation also on OEM side” and it is hard to calculate exactly how much the automotive industry was affected by Covid-19, but 
it is pretty clear that “OEMs have many cars on the pipeline”, so it is normal that everybody now is getting back in shape to be ready when it is 
all over.

 2nd panel discussion started with Hans-Peter Kleebinder, Director of studies for the »Smart Mobility Management driven by SMART Data & 
SMART Cities» at the University St. Gallen in Switzerland, by introduction of the topic of Micro Mobility, as “it will be boosted by Covid-19”, said 
Hans-Peter Kleebinder. 
  First speaker, Lukas Neckermann, Managing Director of Neckermann Strategic Advisors, who is one of the leaders of Mobility in Smart Cities. 
While introducing his book on mobility revolution, Lukas Neckermann noted that it was like a journey we are on. “These things sounded like an 
ultimate goal, but it is a journey of lowering the emissions that we have across transportation”. We see that there is the emergence of a new 
reformed value chain, new industry, but we also have an ecosystem that supports it - shared electric autonomous mobility and “certainly that will 
take us to a more sustainable future”, said Lukas Neckermann. 

1https://pininfarina.it/en/news-event/battista-the-most-powerful-italian-performance-car-ever/



 Michael Fischer, responsible for digital solutions and electrification of Honda R&D Europe asked a question what sustainable mobility means? 
Concentration on CO2 and emissions are just one of the aspects, but sustainable mobility should have zero environmental impact “we call it triple 
0 - first 0 for C02 and emission, the second 0 is energy risk and last but not least 0 is for resources and disposal”- said Michael Fischer. Carbon 
neutral hydrogen production and carbon neutral fuels in specific application are also very important topics that were mentioned in this panel. 
MoMoreover, “in Honda we call it a multi path way - we have the right product in the right place for the right application by providing the right 
energy carrier”.
 Last speaker but not least, Wim Ouboter, Founder of Microlino, a full range company addressing micro-mobility. He addresses an issue of 
respect of L7e - category between motorbike and a car. “They think, well this is not a car, so when they give money for electric cars, they forget 
about L7e”. Also, Wim Ouboter said that Microlino is good for sharing, like for students and they can use an app to see who is using it on which 
day or for a short distance traveling. Also, Wim Ouboter and Hans-Peter Kleebinder were discussing the need for a new mindset and a movement 
forfor micro-mobility as a counter-movement to the “SUV-PAndemic”? Hans-Peter Kleebinder pointed out the narrative for this approach: “the 
amount of resources needed to get us from A to B has increased significantly over the last 25 years. Between the VW Golf of 1995 and the 
current VW Golf, its area has increased by 12% and its weight by 25%. The average PS number of new passenger cars has grown by 66% 
during the same period.” 2  Furthermore, replaceable batteries and carbon neutral hydrogen production and carbon neutral fuels in specific 
applications were also addressed by the moderator.
 Finishing up, Hans-Peter Kleebinder asked all his panel speakers one question - What will sustainable mobility in the year 2025 look like?

Lukas Neckermann said that we have used the default car (every means transport), as a result we have built our infrastructure, 
financial environment around it – “I wish that we would break out of this automated notion that we have to have a car for all our 
transport and we would rely on a DIFFERENT modes of mobility”.
Michael Fischer – “well 2025 is tomorrow, so on one side I am afraid it won’t be too much different from today, but I can answer 2025 
with one word – DIVERSE”
Wim Ouboter – “they will be SMALL, PORTABLE AND ELECTRIC”.

2https://kleebinder.net/en/corona-befeuert-umdenken-in-der-auto-industrie-und-eroffnet-deutschland-globale-chance/



Live Poll Results

What will be the important drivers for micromobility?

Subsidies and Incentives Electrification and Practicability

Laws and Regulation Change of Attitude ant Lifestyle

Will the current development in the Hydrogen/FuelCell 
segment “disrupt” the Battery Electric vehicles (BEV) 

passenger car market?

Never Maybe sometimes

Medium-term 2030Long-term in 2040

9.1% 18.2% 27.3% 45.5% 10.8% 41.5% 23.1%24.6%



SM Digital by Numbers
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135 people attended the event.



Networking

256 Face-to-face
business meetings happened

Over a 100 
connections made
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Speakers during Discussions
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